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Abstract

The development and use of molecular-based therapy for breast cancer

and other human malignancies will require a detailed molecular genetic

analysis of patient tissues. The recent development of laser capture mi-

crodissection and high density cDNA arrays now provides a unique op-

portunity to generate gene expression profiles of cells from various stages

of tumor progression as it occurs in the actual neoplastic tissue milieu. We

report the combined use of laser capture microdissection and high-

throughput cDNA microarrays to monitor in vivo gene expression levels in

purified normal, invasive, and metastatic breast cell populations from a

single patient. These in vivo gene expression profiles were verified by

real-time quantitative PCR and immunohistochemistry. The combined

use of laser capture microdissection and cDNA microarray analysis pro-

vides a powerful new approach to elucidate the in vivo molecular events

surrounding the development and progression of breast cancer and is

generally applicable to the study of malignancy.

Introduction

The elucidation of the genetic events underlying the initiation and

progression of human breast cancer has been hampered by limitations

inherent to both in vitro and in vivo methods of study. The most

significant limitation of in vitro-based systems is that genetic infor-

mation derived from cell lines may not accurately reflect the molec-

ular events taking place in the actual tissue milieu from which they

were derived. On the other hand, in vivo genetic analysis of breast

cancer has been limited by our inability to directly and specifically

procure pure populations of cells from complex heterogeneous tissue

(1). The recent development of LCM,3 a technique that allows for the

rapid, reliable, and accurate procurement of cells from specific mi-

croscopic regions of tissue sections under direct visualization, now

affords the opportunity to perform molecular genetic analysis of pure

populations of malignant breast cells in their native tissue environ-

ment (2). This technical advance helps overcome the limitations

associated with traditional in vivo and in vitro approaches.

The advent of high-density cDNA microarray technology (3), with

its capacity for simultaneous monitoring of thousands of genes, pro-

vides a unique opportunity for high-throughput genetic analysis of

cancer. Although most current microarray studies have been per-

formed with in vitro-derived genetic material from both mammalian

and nonmammalian systems (4–6), a major leap in functional

genomic investigations would be the ability to perform array-based

expression analysis with in vivo-derived genetic material originating

from morphologically distinct cellular subpopulations within neoplas-

tic tissue. Here we report the first application of combining LCM and

cDNA microarray technologies to analyze gene expression in a clin-

ical cancer specimen. Furthermore, we demonstrate that expression

profiles of greater than 8000 genes can be successfully generated

using nonamplified RNA derived from distinct cell populations within

several different morphological stages of human breast cancer pro-

gression. Expression profile data were verified by real-time quantita-

tive PCR and immunohistochemistry. Our results indicate that high-

throughput in vivo gene expression analysis can be achieved and

should be of value in elucidating the genetic events associated with

breast cancer progression.

Materials and Methods

LCM. All tissue used for this study was obtained from a modified radical

mastectomy specimen from a single patient. Tissue in excess of what was

necessary for diagnostic purposes was obtained ,15 min after removal from

the patient, embedded in TissueTek OCT medium (VWR Scientific Products

Corporation, San Diego, CA), and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tissues were

sectioned at 8 mm in a cryostat, mounted on uncoated glass slides, and

immediately stored at 280°C. Slides containing frozen sections were imme-

diately fixed in 70% ethanol for 30 s, stained with H&E, followed by 5-s

dehydration steps in 70, 95, and 100% and a final 5-min dehydration step in

xylene. Once air-dried, the sections were laser microdissected with a PixCell

I and II LCM system from Arcturus Engineering (Mountain View, CA).

Following the standard protocol of Emmert-Buck et al. (2), ;0.5 3 105

morphologically normal breast epithelial cells, malignant invasive breast car-

cinoma cells, and malignant metastatic (to an axillary lymph node) breast

carcinoma cells were “laser captured.” Each population was estimated to be

.98% “homogeneous” as determined by microscopic visualization of the

captured cells.

RNA Extraction from Microdissected Samples. The total RNA from

each population of laser captured cells was independently extracted by means

of a modification of the RNA microisolation protocol as described (2). Briefly,

the transfer film and adherent cells were incubated with guanidinium isothio-

cyanate buffer at room temperature, extracted with phenol/chloroform/isoamyl

alcohol, and precipitated with sodium acetate and glycogen carrier (10 mg/ml)

in isopropanol. After initial recovery and resuspension of the RNA pellet, a

DNase step was performed for 2 h at 37°C using 10 units of DNase (Gen-

Hunter, Nashville, TN) in the presence of 10 units of RNase inhibitor (Life

Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD), followed by reextraction and precipi-

tation. The pellet was resuspended in 27 ml of RNase-free H2O; one-third (9

ml) of the total RNA from each sample was used for RTQ-PCR analysis, and

the remaining two-thirds (18 ml) were used for high-density cDNA array

analysis.

RNA Labeling and Hybridization. For each labeling, total RNA corre-

sponding to ;1.7–2.0 3 104 cells was reverse-transcribed in the presence of

50 mCi of [33P]dCTP, 50 mCi of [33P]dATP, 500 ng of Oligo-dT, and 200 units

of SuperScript II RT (Life Technologies, Inc.). The second strand was syn-

thesized in the presence of 50 mCi of [33P]dCTP, 50 mCi of [33P]dATP, 500 ng

of random hexamers, and 2500 units of large fragment DNA polymerase I

(Life Technologies, Inc.). The labeled, double-stranded cDNA was denatured

and hybridized to the cDNA GeneFilter arrays as follows. The GeneFilters

were prehybridized at 42°C in a roller oven (Hybaid; Midwest Scientific, St.

Louis, MO) with 1.0 mg/ml poly-dA (Research Genetics, Inc, Huntsville, Al)

and 1.0 mg/ml Cot1 DNA (Life Technologies, Inc.) in 5 ml of Microhyb
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solution (Research Genetics, Inc.) for at least 2 h. After an overnight hybrid-

ization with the radiolabeled probe, the filters were washed twice at 50°C in

23 SSC (13 SSC, 15 mM trisodium citrate, and 150 mM NaCl), 1% SDS for

20 min and once at room temperature in 0.53 SSC, 1% SDS for 15 min. The

filters were then exposed overnight to a Packard screen and scanned at 50-mm

resolution in a phosphorimager instrument (Cyclone Instrument from Packard,

Inc.). After each hybridization, the filters were stripped by boiling in 0.5%

SDS solution and scanned for residual leftover hybridization.

Image Analysis. The tiff images resulting from the phosphorimager were

directly imported into the image analysis software Pathways (Research Ge-

netics, Inc.). The software uses control spots present throughout the filter to

align the images and performs autocentering, which aligns and centers well-

shaped spots and deforms the calculated grid around spots that have a high

confidence factor. When comparing two images, the software normalizes the

two different hybridizations on the basis of the average total intensity on each

filter. The software locates, calculates, and stores each cDNA spot intensity

from each tiff file and simultaneously compares two different normalized tiff

images. The differential expression ratios represent the average of two inde-

pendent experiments.

Microarray cDNA Filters. The clone selection was based on the criteria

that the clones: (a) contain the 39 untranslated region; (b) are of average size

(;1 kb); and (c) originated from oligo-dT primed libraries. These selected

clones have been sequence verified at the sequencing facilities of Research

Genetics. All of these clones are from the IMAGE libraries. After PCR

amplification, 10 ng of insert cDNA was printed on a charged nylon membrane

by a custom-made robot. Genes (n 5 5184) were spotted on a 5 3 7-cm nylon

membrane. Another 576 spots consisted of total genomic DNA, which served

as reference points for the image analysis software, for normalization purposes,

and for verifying the homogeneity of the hybridization. The GF211 GeneFilter

contained 4000 named genes, and the CBGF contained 2800 ESTs and 2384

named genes. GF211 and CBGF shared 1100 cDNAs in common; thus, the

total number of genes scanned was 8084.

RTQ-PCR. One-third of the same total RNA pool used for the GeneFilter

hybridizations was reverse-transcribed using 50 mg/ml oligo(dT), 500 mM

deoxynucleotide triphophosphate, and 200 units of Superscript II reverse

transcriptase (Life Technologies, Inc.) for 1 h at 37°C, and the resulting

first-strand cDNA was diluted and used as template for the following RTQ-

PCR analysis. Sequences for genes identified using array technology were

determined by direct sequence analysis and confirmed using National Center

for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank and Unigene databases. The

specificity of amplicon sequence selection was determined using two methods:

(a) primer and probe sequences that specifically detect the experimental gene

sequence, as determined by means of the NCBI Blast module, were used; (b)

amplicons generated during the PCR reaction were analyzed using the first

derivative primer melting curve software supplied by Perkin-Elmer/Applied

BioSystems. Analysis of gene expression was generated using an ABI Prizm

7700 Sequence Detection System (TaqMan), which uses the 59 nuclease

activity of Taq DNA polymerase to generate a real-time quantitative DNA

analysis assay (7, 8). A nonextendable oligonucleotide hybridization probe

with 59 fluorescent and 39 rhodamine (quench) moieties is present during the

extension phase of the PCR. Degradation and release of the fluorescent moiety

attributable to the 59 nuclease activity results in peak emission at 518 nm and

is monitored every 8.5 s by a sequence detector. The increase in fluorescence

is monitored during the complete amplification process (real-time). A relative

standard curve representing four 4-fold dilutions of breast stock cDNA (1:2.5,

1:10, 1:40, and 1:160) was used for linear regression analysis of unknown

samples. The expression of the housekeeping gene, cyclophilin 33A, was used

to normalize for variances in input cDNA. The sequences of the PCR primer

pairs and fluorogenic probe (59 to 39), respectively, that were used for each

gene are as follows: cyclophilin 33, GCTGCCTGTGCACTCATGAA, CAGT-

GCCATTGTGGTTTGTGA, and 6FAM-ATCACCGCCCTGGCACATGA-

ACTG-TAMRA; apolipoprotein D, GAGAAGATCCCAACAACCTTTGA,

TGATCTTTCCGTTTTCCATTAGTGA, and 6FAM-ATGGACGCTGCATC-

CAGGCCAACTA-TAMRA; heat shock factor 1, CCTGCAGGTTGTTCAT-

AGTCAGAA, TCCGTCCATCCACTGTG-TGTATA, and 6FAM-ACA-

CAACTGTCCCGTTCCCCGCTC-TAMRA; BRCA-1, GGCTATGCAAGG-

GTCCCTTA, TGGTGGCGTTTAAATGGTTTT, and 6FAM-TCTCCCTTG-

GAAATCTGCCATGAGC-TAMRA; SWI/SNF, GGCTGGGAGGACTGGT-

GTT, TTTCCAAACCTGCCAGAAGTG, and 6FAM-AAGCCCTAGGC-

CCACCCTCCTCA-TAMRA; and b-adrenergic receptor kinase 1, GGC-

TCCTGTGCCCTTATTCAG, CTGCCAATGCCACTCTCTCA, and 6FAM-

ACTCCCACTTCCCTGACACTGCGG-TAMRA. The fluorogenic probes are

FAM and TAMRA.

Immunoperoxidase Staining. Immunohistochemical staining of frozen

tissue sections (8 mm) adjacent to those slides used for LCM were mounted on

slides and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 8 min. The slides were

preincubated with mouse serum (1:50 dilution) for 20 min at room temperature

to block nonspecific binding and incubated with the anti-apolipoprotein D

antibody 8CD6 (Signet Laboratories, Dedham, MA) at a 1:40 dilution for 20

min at room temperature. The slides were washed three times in PBS, incu-

bated with PBS/0.3% H2O2 for 30 min, and washed three times in PBS.

Sections were incubated with biotinylated anti-mouse antibody (Vector Lab-

oratories, Burlingame, CA), washed in PBS, incubated with the ABC reagent

(Vector Laboratories) for 1 h, washed, and developed according to the man-

ufacturer’s recommendations. The tissue was postfixed in 4% formalin and

counterstained with hematoxylin.

Results and Discussion

Microdissection and cDNA Array Analysis. Although the

combined use of LCM and cDNA arrays provides a unique oppor-

tunity to study gene expression of subpopulations of cells in their

native (in vivo) tissue environment, such technologies have not

been applied to clinical cancer specimens. To demonstrate the

feasibility of integrating and applying these technologies to such

specimens, we examined the differential gene expression between

normal and malignant breast epithelial cells in a single clinical

breast cancer specimen. Normal breast epithelial cells, invasive

cells, and metastatic breast cancer cells (;1 3 105 cells from each

target population) were cleanly captured by LCM (Fig. 1), and total

RNA was isolated. One-third of the isolated RNA was set aside for

quantitative PCR validation studies (see below), and the remaining

two-thirds were used for the generation of radiolabeled probe. This

fraction of the RNA from each target population was divided in

two, and a total of six (two for each target cell type) independent

radiolabeling reactions were performed. To ensure that the cDNA

products are proportional to the initial gene expression profile, we

generated a 33P-labeled microarray probe by oligo(dT) direct re-

verse transcription of total RNA, followed by second-strand cDNA

synthesis. Probe derived from each target cell was simultaneously

hybridized to two different microarray nylon filters, (designated

GF211 and CBGF; see “Materials and Methods” for filter designs)

containing a combined total of 8084 cDNAs. To avoid system

variability that may be associated with the use of different filters,

we performed sequential hybridizations on the same set of filters

with each of the different cDNA probes. Furthermore, each hy-

bridization to these two GeneFilters was performed in duplicate.

Each hybridized filter was scanned with a phosphorimager, the

resulting tiff file images were obtained, and comparative analysis

was performed with Pathways custom image analysis software.

The quality of the microarray hybridizations is demonstrated with

the CBGF in which the same GeneFilter was sequentially hybrid-

ized with probes derived from normal, invasive, and metastatic

cells (Fig. 2A); comparable data were obtained with the GF211

filters. To determine whether a hybridization signal corresponding

to a particular cDNA is reproducible between GeneFilters, we

compared duplicate gene expression profiles for each of three

different cell types (normal, invasive, and metastatic cells). With

this approach, ,0.15% variability in gene expression was observed

between normalized duplicate hybridizations:

% variability 5
Number of differentially expressed cDNAs

Total number of cDNAs per filter
3 100
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Comparative differential gene expression analysis of normal cells

versus invasive cells revealed that 90 genes had significantly altered

levels of expression by 2-fold or greater; 22 and 68 genes were found

to be differentially expressed in the GF211 and CBGF, respectively.

Identical analysis of normal cells versus metastatic cells demonstrated

23 genes differentially expressed in GF211 and 89 genes in CBGF. Of

these genes, 4 from GF211 and 25 from CBGF are differentially

expressed in both invasive and metastatic breast carcinoma cells, as

compared with normal cells. Furthermore, of the 202 genes that are

differentially expressed (in both invasive and metastatic cells), 83 are

ESTs or ESTs that demonstrate varying degrees of similarity to

known genes. Interestingly, the number of differentially expressed

Fig. 1. LCM from H&E-stained sections (8 mm) of

normal breast epithelium and invasive and metastatic

breast cancer. The convoluted morphologically normal

breast epithelium (A) is selectively procured and trans-

ferred to film (D). Invasive breast cancer cells are inter-

spersed among desmoplastic stroma (B), and metastatic

breast cancer cells in an axillary lymph node (C) are

captured and transferred to film (E and F, respectively).

B, arrow, normal desmoplastic stromal cells; C, arrow,

residual normal lymphoid tissue.

Fig. 2. A, differential gene expression monitored

with the use of cDNA Genefilter arrays. A CBGF

containing over 5100 genes expressed in breast tis-

sue (2384 named genes and 2800 ESTs) was sequen-

tially hybridized with cDNA probes corresponding

to laser microdissected RNA from normal, invasive,

and metastatic cells. Insets I and II, Pathways pseu-

do-color overlay of a portion of the same array

corresponding to normal (red) versus invasive

(green) and normal (red) versus metastatic (green)

cells, respectively. Red spots, genes that are differ-

entially expressed in the normal cells; green spots,

genes differentially expressed in either invasive (I)

or metastatic (II) cells; yellow spots, genes display-

ing equal levels of expression in both comparisons.

B, representative hybridization patterns for a subset

of differentially expressed genes. These spots repre-

sent the actual hybridization for each gene and have

not been subjected to any normalization process. The

differential hybridization can be assessed among

normal (N), invasive (IN), and metastatic cells

(MET) as compared with the hybridizations for the

cyclophilin B, 33A, and 33C genes.
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genes identified with the CBGF was approximately three times greater

than that identified with the named GeneFilter (GF211), emphasizing

the potential advantage in using tissue-specific arrays for expression

profiling analysis. The original hybridization spots for a subset of

differentially expressed genes, as well as three nondifferentially ex-

pressed cyclophilin genes, demonstrated a broad range of hybridiza-

tion intensities (Fig. 2B). Overall, the alterations in gene expression

ranged from approximately 240- to 8-fold; the differential expression

data for highly expressed genes was readily assessed visually using

the pseudo-color overlay image generated by the Pathways software

as shown in Fig. 2A. A partial list of genes that are differentially

expressed in invasive and metastatic cells is shown in Table 1. The

differentially expressed genes demonstrate a broad range of functional

activity. Although many of these genes have been implicated in

various aspects of tumor biology, few have been demonstrated to be

associated with breast cancer and include apolipoprotein D (9), an-

nexin I (10, 11), tissue factor (12, 13), RANTES (14, 15), and BRCA1

(16, 17). Overall, with the exception of BRCA1, our in vivo transcript

data generated through the combined use of LCM and high-density

cDNA array analysis are consistent with that reported in the literature.

It is tempting to speculate on the potential role of many of the other

differentially expressed genes. For example, 53BP2, which is down-

regulated in both invasive and metastatic cells as compared with

normal breast epithelium (Fig. 2B), has been demonstrated to bind

bcl-2 and p53 and to impede cell cycle progression at G2-M (18).

Additionally, the protein BAF60, a component of the SWI/SNF com-

plex, is up-regulated in both invasive and metastatic cells (Fig. 2B).

Interestingly, the SWI/SNF complex has been demonstrated to en-

hance nuclear receptor-mediated transcriptional activation, including

that associated with the estrogen receptor and retinoic acid receptor

(19). However, what role, if any, these genes or any other gene in

Table 1 may play in the pathogenesis of breast cancer remains to be

seen and will be the subject of further investigation.

Validation of Array Data with RTQ-PCR and Immunohisto-

chemistry. Interestingly, analysis of the gene expression profile data

with the Pathways image software revealed that the increase and

decrease of expression pattern for apolipoprotein D was consistently

observed in the invasive and metastatic cells for three different apo-

lipoprotein D cDNA spots (one in GF211 and two in CBGF). To

further investigate the reliability of our array data, we measured the

expression levels of 5 of the 202 differentially expressed genes using

the Taqman 59 nuclease fluorogenic quantitative PCR assay (RTQ-

PCR). To obtain truly comparable results, the third fraction of the

original total RNA (from the same batch that was used for the array

hybridizations) was used as a template in the RTQ-PCR reactions.

Fig. 3A demonstrates that the differential expression pattern and the

quantitative expression level of each of the five genes as determined

by RTQ-PCR were similar to those observed with cDNA arrays in 8

of 10 expression data points, confirming the reliability of our array

expression profile data. Our observed correlation between the cDNA

array and RTQ-PCR data are consistent with that observed by others

(4, 23, 24).

As an additional means to confirm our data at the protein level, we

performed immunohistochemical analysis of apolipoprotein using tis-

sue sections that were adjacent to those used for laser microdissection.

Paralleling the differential expression pattern observed with the

cDNA microarray and RTQ-PCR analysis, the invasive cells demon-

strated abundant and strong immunoreactivity for apolipoprotein D,

whereas the metastatic cells demonstrated rare and weak immunore-

activity (Fig. 3B). This result further supports the reliability of our

Table 1 Representative list of differentially expressed genes and their involvement in breast and/or other cancers

Clone ID GB
a

Description Fold change
b

Putative function

Genes differentially expressed in invasive carcinoma cells

838611 AA457084 Apolipoprotein D 15.2 Involved in plasma lipid transport (9).

241474 H90415 BRCA 1 2.81 DNA binding protein with putative transcriptional activation and DNA repair

properties (17).

840753 AA486072 RANTES 3.78 Chemotactic cytokine; secreted by human breast epithelial cells; elicits

migratory response in breast cancer cell lines suggesting role in tumor cell

migration, invasion, and metastasis (14, 15).

967144 J02931 Tissue factor precursor 5.06 Angiogenic factor in vitro; overexpressed in many malignancies, including

breast cancer; may play a role initiation of angiogenesis in human breast

cancer (12, 13).

741067 AA478436 SWI/SNF Mr 60,000 subunit (BAF60b) 4.89 Subunit of SWI/SNF transcriptional activator complex; yeast homologue

shown to be for transcriptional activation by the glucocorticoid receptor

(19).

809507 AA454563 ESTs, highly similar to CD63 2.41 Unknown function.

277339 N48652 53BP2 25.79 Human Bcl-2, p53 binding protein that impedes cell cycle progression at

G2/M (18).

309515 N94385 Human germ-line oligomeric matrix

protein

23.30 Cartilagenous noncollagenous matrix protein (20).

Genes differentially expressed in metastatic carcinoma cells

166199 R88247 Adrenergic, b, receptor kinase 1 4.80 Phosphorylates b2-adrenergic receptors; functional b adrenergic receptors

found in breast cancer cells, suggesting a possible role in the regulation of

cell proliferation and differentiation (21).

785847 AA449119 Heat shock factor protein 1 6.42 Transcription factor shown to be regulated by estrogen; some are

overexpressed in breast tumors; may play role in chemotherapy resistance

and invasiveness (22).

956211 P04083 Annexin 1 21.74 Protein binds phospholipids, calcium, and actin; phosphorylated form may

transduce the proliferating signal of hepatocyte growth factor receptor.

Present in some breast carcinomas and overexpressed more uniformly in

breast lymph node metastases (10, 11).

741067 AA478436 SWI/SNF Mr 60,000 subunit (BAF60b) 3.23 See above.

809507 AA454563 ESTs, highly similar to CD63 3.62 See above.

838611 AA457084 Apolipoprotein D 22.53 See above.

277339 N48652 53BP2 23.26 See above.

309515 N94385 Human germ-line oligomeric matrix

protein

22.98 See above.

a
GB, gene bank accession number.

b
Fold change represents genes differentially overexpressed (positive numbers) and underexpressed (negative numbers) in invasive or metastatic carcinoma cells relative to normal

epithelial cell gene expression.
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expression data and demonstrates the cellular specificity of the apo-

lipoprotein gene expression. Overall, the RTQ-PCR and immunohis-

tochemistry results support the feasibility of our microarray experimental

protocol as a means to assess in vivo transcript expression profiles.

Although two studies, one of which also included the use of LCM,

have reported the use of cDNA arrays to study gene expression in

tissues, our approach has several novel features.

(a) a single microarray profile in our study reflects gene expression

that corresponds to a specific population of epithelial cells independ-

ent of contaminating stromal cells. By contrast, previous studies used

genetic material derived from (nondissected) bulk tissue specimens

that are composed of both malignant and normal cells (25). Therefore,

each individual microarray profile from bulk tissue reflects gene

expression that corresponds to malignant cells as well as to many

different types of contaminating normal cells in the cancer specimen.

(b) We generated probes directly without amplification to avoid

possible representational bias that may be associated with amplifica-

tion schemes, whereas Luo et al. (23) used a T7-based RNA ampli-

fication method to generate probes for their microarrays.

(c) By analyzing breast cancer progression, which reflects genetic

alterations over time, we performed both spatial and temporal in vivo

expression profiling. The previously mentioned studies performed

expression profile analysis on tissues that were spatially but not

temporally distinct (23, 24).

Concluding Remarks. Using carefully controlled conditions, we

demonstrated that in vivo subpopulations of malignant cells from

multiple stages of breast cancer progression can be simultaneously

screened for thousands of genes. We now report the feasibility of

combining LCM and high-throughput cDNA arrays to study in vivo

gene expression profiling, and we illustrate through the use of dupli-

cate hybridizations, RTQ-PCR analysis, and immunohistochemistry

that this approach produces reproducible and valid data. We believe

that this in vivo functional genomic approach not only provides an

evolving opportunity to rapidly and directly monitor in vivo gene

expression in human breast cancer but also promises to provide novel

insights into fundamental cancer biology. Furthermore, the applica-

tion of this approach to clinical cancer specimens may provide a key

step to rapid advances in cancer prevention, detection, diagnosis, and

therapeutics.
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Fig. 3. A, comparative ratio analysis by RTQ-PCR and cDNA array hybridization of a subset of genes differentially expressed in invasive and metastatic tissues. f, microarray ratios;

M, RTQ-PCR ratios. The real-time data represent the average of two independent experiments, and the array data are the average of duplicate hybridization comparisons. Rec., receptor;

Apo-D, apolipoprotein D; HSF, heat shock factor. B, representative fields of apolipoprotein D immunohistochemical staining of normal breast cells (a), invasive cells (b), and metastatic

cells (c). Consecutive tissue sections corresponding to those used for LCM (cDNA arrays and RTQ-PCR) were immunoperoxidase stained (with an antibody specific to apolipoprotein

D) and hematoxylin counterstained.
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